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1970年代香港有關藝術的中文寫作 

Art Writing in Chinese in 1970s Hong Kong 

 

MUI： After my exhibition, Wu Kuk-yan wanted to present my paintings. He said: “You 

embody Chinese watercolor block printing in the 60s. Why don’t you share your 

insights?” So I started writing articles. Soon after that, owner of Wen-yi Bookstore 

Wang Jing-xi published a magazine called Nanbei Ji with Barbara Fei. They wanted 

to recruit a number of contributing writers. In the end, Fei took care of topics on music, 

I on painting and Wong Chi on film. My key theme was criticism of unhealthy 

phenomena in HK’s painter circle. 

LO： Criticism of phenomena? 

MUI： Yes. Later it shifted to the debate on creative style, which focused on modern ink 

painting. After a while, the magazine stopped publishing my articles for a reason 

unknown to me. My place was taken over by Wucius Wong. So I wrote for The 

Observer. It was like going from one extreme to another. The magazine was 

published by ex-Nanbeiji editors. I wrote in several issues with Mok Chiu-yu. At the 

same time, I also wrote for the 70’s Biweekly and The Chinese Student Weekly. After 

I acquainted myself with publishers, my ex-colleague in TVB Shi Yang-de published 

several magazines including Esquire. He invited me to be a contributing writer. I 

would also like to mention Tam Shek-wing, a.k.a. Wang Ting-zhi. He was quite new to 

HK cultural industry but he was influential. He introduced me to the art circle in 

Taiwan, people like He Zheng-guang, who was the helmsman of Artist Magazine, 
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and Lionart. So Tam and I started writing for these magazines. Later, he lost patience 

with his column in Hong Kong Economic Journal, so I stepped in to replace him. My 

writing assignments steadily grew over time, but it was for a short period of time only. 

(00:35:42) My real dedication was to the column in Wen Wei Po. The job came from 

Wang Qi-zhi. The column, together with another one in New Evening Post, was 

about ex-libris. Not long after, I also had a column in Overseas Chinese Daily News. I 

had written critiques for Lionart for 10 years, they were compiled in a book. I also 

wrote for Artist Magazine.  

 

LO： Did you use you pen names? If yes, what are they? 

MUI： My early articles were full of criticism. I was at ease with it. But if I used my real 

name, people might have strong opinions on an engraver criticizing, say, oil painting. 

They might form a biased first impression on me. I used pen name lest that they 

should view me as an engraver or nativist attacking on modernist artists. That would 

be meaningless. So I invented a whole lot of pen names: Cho Cheuk, Shek 

Shung-ching, Kueng Chi-lam…but people still knew that I was the writer. So I used 

my real name.  

LO： Basically you published articles in your real name in later state? 

MUI： Yes. 

LO： So at the time… 

MUI： But some thought my real name was fake. 

 

被遺忘的藝術家  

“Forgotten” artists 

 

LO︰ As an art critic, you introduced many topics. One of which is particularly valuable – 

the forgotten artists. Many productive yet forgotten artists were given a second 

chance because of your articles. Do you remember any of these artists? 

MUI︰ I wanted to write about the history of contemporary Chinese block printing during 

the Cultural Revolution but it didn’t work out. The plan was aborted. But I had sorted 

related information and found that many printing artists were living in HK, for 

example Tong Ying-wai and Chen Zhong-gang. At first, I didn’t know Chen 

Zhong-gang was in HK, I only found out about Tong Ying-wai. I tried my best to 

contact them but to no avail, until an American scholar serendipitously earned 

funding for a writing project on the history of Chinese block printing. Chinese block 
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printing history written by an American! She did research on Chinese block printing 

history with Japanese, and she thought highly of Tong Ying-wai. How could we 

fellow compatriots not respect him? So I looked for his information and call for 

information about his whereabouts through my column in Wen Wei Po. Lo Wai-luen 

gave me some information on his activities in the 50s. I finally found him and made 

friend with him. Through him, I contacted Chen Zhong-gang. 

 

LO︰ So where did you find information for your articles? 

MUI︰ Partly from reference books I bought in the past. I owed a lot to Union Research 

Institute when I was in economic hardship. I got an editorial job in China Monthly 

thanks to the institute. My duty was to help with typesetting, which was quite easy. I 

had plenty of spare time to read the Young Companion Pictorial Magazine in the 

30s among the archive of Union Research Institute. I took this chance to familiar 

myself with famous paintings in 30s and 40s in China, some are modernist, some 

representational, some are wartime propaganda paintings. All images I used later in 

the course on contemporary ideas on Chinese art were mainly from Union 

Research Institute.  

LO︰ Beside Chinese critiques written by you and other Chinese writers, South China 

Morning Post also published many art critiques in English. Nigel Cameron is among 

these Western critics. Did you maintain any contact with them? 

MUI︰ I don’t know them. 

LO︰ Did you read them? 

MUI︰ No. I learnt Russian in Mainland China. I didn’t know English. Having said that, my 

friends mentioned their articles to me when we socialized. My painter friends 

studied in France, Britain and the US, they knew well about those articles.  

 

於中文大學校外進修部教學 

Teaching at Extra Mural Studies Department, Chinese University of Hong Kong 

 

MUI： (00:22:17) I didn’t have spare time when I worked in TV station. After I quitted, I had 

to find a new job to earn a better living. Someone introduced me to King Chia-lun 

(22:34) and I found a job in his continuing education department… 

LO： Chinese University’s School of Continuing and Professional Studies?  

MUI： Yes. (00:22:39) Before I move on, I want to mention Chuang-jian organized by Wu 

Kuk-yan and Dai Tian. Both taught in the course. Wu wanted me to teach there but 
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he didn’t feel comfortable to ask me in person. So he asked through Lau Po-shin’s 

(23:01) father. Lau Po-shin was not sure about the idea, so I taught at Chuang Jian 

Institute where I met people from The Chinese Student Weekly and Union 

Research Institute. I lived hand to mouth at the time. Luckily I got the editorial job in 

China Monthly thanks to the institute. My duty was to help with typesetting, which 

was quite easy. I had plenty of spare time to read the Young Companion Pictorial 

Magazine in the 30s among the archive of Union Research Institute. I took this 

chance to familiar myself with famous paintings in 30s and 40s in China, some are 

modernist, some representational, some are wartime propaganda paintings. All 

images I used later in the course on contemporary ideas on Chinese art were 

mainly from Union Research Institute. But the main teaching job was at CUHK 

Extra Mural Studies department. I taught mainly my specialty – block printing. Later 

I organized a course on contemporary ideas on Chinese art spanning late Qing to 

the Cultural Revolution. The course talked about artistic ideas governed by art 

theories, political and economic situation. I also organized a course on Chinese 

vernacular and folk art. 

LO︰ Which period did the course on contemporary ideas on Chinese art talked about? 

MUI︰ From art education in late Qing to the debate of Wu Chang-shuo and Qi Bai-shi 

over stone inscription and rubbing, and to the westernization of Chinese painting 

and the first generation of Chinese oil painters. The course moved on to talked 

about the several art institutes in the Republican Period, Kuomintang’s wartime 

propaganda led by Guo Mo-ruo, the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art, 

Communist China’s alliance with Soviet Russia, the anti-Soviet pragmatism and 

romanticism, and finally the Cultural Revolution. 

LO︰ How many times were this systematic course organized in Chinese University? 

MUI︰ Only once or twice. 

LO︰ Wasn’t it a shame? 

MUI︰ There were not enough students enrolled to the course.  

 

*** 


